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The Chairman: I think we have all been greatly
interested in the Paper which Colonel O'Brien has placed
before the Institution to-night.
I t is full of most useful
and instructive data, and also material for thought, the result
of a considerable experience in a modern and up-to-date
workshop. I t therefore should be especially useful t o those
members who are intimately connected with works in their
everyday occupation.
T h e Author sets o u t isn detail a list of points to be
watched in effecting economy, and referred to the scrapheap, which I think is one of the most important points ta
watch, not only at the works, but also in a running shed
yard, because in the latter you see material that has been
taken off in consequence of some report o r examination, and
then you have a chance of putting it back into its place if it
is not sufficiently worn to necessitate a change; a n d in any
case, as the Author said, you can pick o u t those little points
which indicate possible defects in design, and those which
require further investigation with a view to overcoming
unnecessary o r premature wear.
Referring t o Fig. 6 , which is an extremely interesting
one, the great reduction in the nine years, 1911 to 1919, in
the number of engines stopped because they had twelve o r
more permanent plugs was one point I specially noticed,
and perhaps the Author would let us know what he puts
this down to. Similarly, in the case of thin firebox sides,
I think he mentioned that t h a t was due to a great exteat
t o r e h c i n g the amount of firebox patching to a minimum.
1 thoroughly agree with him, but I should like to know
whether, seeing that the Lancashire and Yorkshire was o n e
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of the first railways to adopt superheating on locomotives,
he can give any information as to the effect on boilers ; has
it decreased the wear and tear on the firebox and boiler?
I have my own opinion, but I should like to know his.
Perhaps he would like to know mine, and that is that it
has caused a considerable reduction in the cost of maintenance of boilers and fireboxes, excluding the attention t o
be given to the superheater elements and headers.
H e refers to a vigorous adhesion to standards, and as
a principle, there is no doubt that that is a very important
point, and I thoroughly agree with him. I t takes a long
while t o bring about, unless it is on a railway with a very
modern young stock, but a t the same time you must adopt
a vigorous policy of reducing the number of different types
of engines. On a line with a great number of types, it is
a very difficult matter to effect any very considerable
reduction in the different standards, although it should be
the ultimate aim in every case.
Well, now I am going to join issue with the Author very
strongly, because he states that the Outdoor Locomotive
Department being separated from the Chief Mechanical
Engineer does not make for harmony or efficiency. I have
seen the working of both systems, and I entirely disagree
with his view on that matter. H e mentions that the Outdoor
Locomotive Department must be considered as customers ;
well, customers are not generally responsible t o the head
Qf the business firm supplying the article to them.
The Author also says that there appears to be a difficulty
in getting complaints. Now I submit that that may be due
t o the system of having the Outdoor Locomotive Department under the Chief Mechanical Engineer, because on the
other system, as I know, complaints are made, welcomed,
criticised on both sides, but all with harmony; but
apparently the Author finds a difficulty in getting that.
Again, a s to harmony, all the officers of a railway
company a r e bent on daing the best for the line as a whole,
so why should there be any discord between the two departments if separated? When I say this, I do not mean that
the Outdoor Locomotive Department should not absolutely
work together with the Mechanical Department, for it would,
of course, be absurd not t o do that. I have had experience
of both, and I say this, not because I happen to be in the
divided system a t the present time, but because my experience makes me realise that the same divided system has
very strong points to recommend it.
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T h e Author has put the matters in Appendices A and B
most fully, and I think that is almost one of the most useful
points of his paper. H e referred t o the waybill system;
that is undoubtedly good-I had experience of it, and I am
glad that it works well. T h e inspector passing the engines
as they come out of the works is certainly a good point.
T h e trial trips that the Author mentioned, in the old days,
I remember, and I think the present up-to-date system is
the best. On the South-Eastern and Chatham we fortunately
have a comparatively busy locomotive shed with all classes
of traffic-heavy,
light, fast and slow-close t o the works
a t Ashford, and the locomotives, as they come out of the
works, are kept working from that shed until everything
is satisfactory, which gives the Chief Mechanical Engineer’s
staff the opportunity of following u p any point immediately
with their own men, and putting it right.
I think we have to congratulate the Author on a most
useful paper.

Mr. B. K . Field (L.B. and S.C. My., Brighton): I
may say a t once that one can hardly compare the works
which I represent-Brighton-with
Horwich a t all, because
although system a s practised there is virtually the same,
yet it differs essentially in the fact that many of the records
kept a t Horwich are not kept a t all a t Brighton, not because
their value is not recognised, but, I think, simply because
the clerital staff is not big enough ; and, in spite of constant
building (we have to expand upwards because we cannot
develop in any other direction), the offices are really overcrowded with clerks engaged on the new bonus system and
the various ramifications of the present system of computing
wages, and there is very little room for further staff to keep
records of costs in that direction. But Horwich, I believe,
is almost unique (or i t was unique, at any rate) in the fact
that it was a works which was instituted d e novo, and thus
had a good start a t a time when other works were struggling
with various kinds of alterations and trying t o make old
shops into new. Horwich, I believe, was laid down by Mr.
john Ramsbottom 30 o r 40 years ago in a place where there
was plenty of room for expansion. Brighton W o r k s were
put down in, I believe, 1840or 1841,in a little snug corner
by the side of the station, partly on the side of a chalk down,
and partly in an excavation from the same. Ashford, of
which I had fifteen years’ experience, and was, I believe,
contemporary, is similarly situated, but with rather more
room for expansion.
Both Ashford and Brighton have
suffered all the time from the contiguity of main, goods,
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and branch lines, which in the case of Ashford run to Dover
and Hastings, and in ours run all round us, while the main
London road runs below us, so that part of our works is
actually on pedestals 70 feet high, while other parts are
placed in this excavation from the down.
Our ambition,
therefore, is not to contract our works, but always t o
expand ; we are like champagne in a bottle, always wanting
to get outside, with a view to displaying our energies and
effervescence.
These are, at the present time, largely
.
occupied in moving stuff about from place ta phce t ~ make
room for other things. No enlargement of the works. is
possible without moving something somewhere else,. and
generally upwards. The oldest part of the works has now
two storeys where there used to be one, and the only other
thing we can do is t o build enormously expensive platforms
to accommodate any further shop room.
This alone, of course, makes for considerably increased
expenditure in the actual outlay on repairing locomotives.
But by a curious chance, two days ago I picked up a paper
that I extracted from the December railway half-year
of 1912, in which the following rather remarkable facts
appear. We had at that time 535 engines, and the Lancashire and Yorkshire 1,240, or something lrke that. Now
Brighton is essentially, of course, one of the most expensive
places you could have for repairing locomotives in. At that
time our wages were a s high as, and in most cases higher
than, any in the Kingdom, because Brighton is an enpensive
town t o live in-a
pleasure town. Next, as regards coal,
we are further from the collieries than anybody; and the
same remark applies as to the carriage of material from t h e
great 'manufacturing centres.
But in spite of that, the
repairs per locomotive per half year were E137, and for
the Lancashire and Yorkshire E113, a difference of only
A24. The South-Eastern, whom I put in for comparison
on this particular item, were 4 1 0 5 ; but a t that time the
South-Eastern were paying the lowest rate of railway workshop wages in the whole of the Kingdom. The train miles
per e n g i n e a n d this is where the remarkable thing comes
13,102 for the Brighton, and only 6,161 for the
in-were
Lancashire and Yorkshire; and the train miles per
expended on repairs were 95.6 for the Brighton, 54.2 for
the Lancashire and Yorkshire. T h e earnings per
spent
on repairs were E25.6 for the Brightan, E 1 g . 4 for the Lancashire and Yorkshire ; and the expenses per ceni. of receipts
were L13.81 for the Brighton (and here the Lancashire and
Yorkshire scored, being A12.36, t h a t being, of course,
because locomotive coal, and running expenses consequently,
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were very much higher in the case of the Brighton engines).
However, this is by the way, but is put forward a s a possibility that a better repair is given a t Brighton for the money.
W h a t the Lancashire and Yorkshire particularly a r e
blessed with is standardisation t o a degree which is probably
lower on any other railway except, perhaps, the London and
North-Western. We are cursed with legacies from previous
administrations because, although most of our previous
!ocomotive engineers have been apostles of standardisation,
yet the stzndards are on investigation whited sepulchrenot standards a t all.
While in the main design there is
standardisation, yet in the hundred and one small details
which go to the creation of expense and trouble in the shop,
standaidisation is absent. For a single and simple instance
- c h a n g e in the makers of a standard type of injector-one
possibly provides say, 12 threads to an inch in the internals
and another 1 1 , slightly different length of cone, and a
different type of flap valve-at
once duplicating stock an&
duplicating repairs in the brass and fitting shops.
cylinders in several
The use of the-alleged-same
classes of engines, such differences actually existing t h a t
different patterns must be made and used for each class,
boilers of the same type but with different arrangements
of expansion brackets, smokebox, tubeplates, and mountings,
and many similar cases, can be cited.
Mr. Stroudley was, of course, one of the earliest
pioneers of standardisation, and certainly in broad principles
the standardisation was very good, but in his particular
engines we found-I
was Chief Draughtsman with the
Brighton Company in the early part of my career therethat as soon as we attempted to rely upon those standards,
we found we were likely t o be anything up t o *in. out.
Furthermore, I have heard that Mr. Stroudley himself was
prone to that very tempting practice of drawing things with
chalk on a piece of board, o r with the point of his umbrella
in the dust, to explain in the shops what he wanted if an
alteration occurred t o him, SO that the office drawings differed
in many essentials from thle shop productions.
W i t h regard t o the system of piecework, which Col.
O’Brien said was, practically speaking, exercised throughout the Horwich Works, I should like to a s k him whether
piecework is worked in the Tool Room, in the Pattern Shop,
and with the Millwrights, a s those three points are exercising us a t the present time, owing to the arising of certain
questions in connection with the very much enhanced rate
which pieceworkers get over day-workers, and which i s
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hardly to be compensated for by giving either the tool room
men, the patternmakers or the millwrights simply an
advanced rate, unless you make the advance a very large
one ; and then the tendency is for the man to sit on his work,
there being no inducement to speed, while the special nature
of the work may be made a convenient excuse for the slow
progress of the job.
I do not know whether it is the practice in Horwich
Works, or whether we are singular in that respect, but ‘n
the Erecting Shop-and
the principle has recently been
extended t o the Boiler Shop-we
work what is called the
pooling system. This pooling system has been the direct
means of increasing our weekly output by from one t o oneand-a-half engines per week. (When I was actually working
in Ashford Shops, we had perhaps one fitter and two or
three apprentices t o an engine and had no share in any
other. Frequently, when the engine was laid up for some
little time w a i t h g for its boiler, but not long enough for
i t t o be put outside, owing t o the very simple character of
Mr. Stirling’s engines in those days the engine work was
soon finished and we were compelled t o hide ourselves when
the foreman came along so that he shoul’d not see that we
were doing nothing.) Well, knowing, as W o r k s Manager
of the Brighton Works, the peculiarities of the case, and
on tackling various fitters and boys for idling time having
received the explanation “ Please, sir, they told me t o hide
myself because there wasn’t anything for me t o do,” I called
up the shop people, some two years ago now, and, among
other matters, put it to them that this was pure waste of
time o n their part, and that a gain was t o be achieved in
all directions by the pooling of the whole of the engines in
the particular gang.
Each chargehand erector works six
engines, and all these six engines were to h e pooled, and each
fitter was to be a s much interested in one engine a s another,
the apprentices and labourers also. So when men had
nothing to do on one engine they could always concentrate
o n another, the pool for the six being eventually put in and
payment made accordingly.
I may say that part of the
system is the payment directly, each week, of 2 5 per cent.,
and what is remaining when the pool is declared-the
disdividend on the contract minus the 2 5 per cent.-is
tributed a t the end of the pool of six engines. T h e difficulty
might be raised, as of course it appeared to us, that the
cranemen and lifters in the shop would say a t once, “ Well,
we are out of this ; it does not matter if we lift half a dozen
engines or one, we don’t get paid any more.’’ We overcame that by paying them the average balance of what was
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earned on the whole of the engines ; an,d this works out very
satisfactorily, so much so that the craneinen are eager to g e t
from one end t o the other t o lift an engine or transport
material.
I t is only in this year that we have extended that
particular phase to the boiler shop, and it is already beginning to bear fruit in the way t h a t we expected it would, and
t h e output of repaired boilers is beginning to kFep pace with
what t h e erecting shop demands are for i t ; consequently
output is going u p dl round.
With regard to Col. O’Brien’s remarks about welding,
we have pushed welding, both acetylene and electric, particularly the latter, to such a pitch as I believe has not been
adopted in many other places; in fact, we have tried some
rather bold experiments, and they have mostly been successful, I am pleased to say. T h e case was mentioned just
was put on one
now of a crosshead losing its cone fit-it
side, and the next batch of crossheads that came through,
one would be turned somewhat smaller and made t o fit the
cone end of the piston r o d ; and vice versa with the piston
rods.
In our case, we simply skim down the cone, for
piston or crosshead, electrically poultice-weld it all over,
and re-turn t o standard size.
T h e same is done t o the
screwed end of the piston rods-we
fill up the thread completely and slightly larger than the original diameter, and
re-cut it to the standard size. We have saved a lot in the
way of scrapping piston rods, particularly in most of the
Stroudley engines, which are fitted with a steeple o r sharply
coned piston, the crosshead being solid with the piston rod,
making a very expensive piston rod and one that necessitates
taking the nut off each time examination of the piston is
required. T h e consequent wear on the threads is very great,
leading t o their rapid destruction and, formerly, t o the scrapping of the piston rod. That has been avoided’by the use
of welding.
Again, with regard t o the elimination of flaws, you get
a great man> flaws, as most locomotive engineers are
aware, in the slot corners of the quadrants of link motions.
T h e qiiadrant link being an expensive piece of work to
produce, these flaws were cut out and welded, with some
misgiving a t first. When the flaw has been cut out we use
a microscope ,with an incandescent lamp attached to the
bottom so that the lens may be put close t o the work and
the material is thus very closely inspected to see that the
flaw has been entirely removed before filling up. This has
been very successful.
I am not going t o say there have
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been no failures; we, have had one o r two quadrant links.
fail, but with a t least an extra five years’ life to the credit
of the weld.
The same with flaws in connecting rod small-end butts,
fractured motion plates, and other steel work of the same
sort, we have adopted welding wherever possible and
justified, I am glad t o say, with success.
Another feature that makes for economy is the extended
use of flanging operations instead of the angle iron smith.
As a matter of [act, we have only one angle iron smith
because of the great extension of flanging to all corner plates,
gussets and buffer beam angle stiffeners-these
being all
flanged plates on our modern locomotives, the different sizes
being obtained by pressing them in the form of trays and
then sawing through according t o the angle required, whatever it may be.
Many large constructional works in the
way of bridges, station roof columns, platq girders, and so
forth, may be seen t o have hundreds of most expensive angle
knees, boxes, and other expensive work, the cost of which
could be reduced by 50 per cent. were flangings economically
worked out by the drawing office and used. This is both
a rub and a wrinkle for the Civil Engineer’s Department.
When I was on the North Staffordshire I introduced
a series of locomotives there and put in flanged tops and
bottoms to the tanks and bunkers, which was a considerable
saving both in renewals and in the first cost.

I was particularly struck with one expression in Col.
O’Brien’s paper, and that was with regard t o the engineering
of human nature. This is now a big question in all works,
where the works manager is the target for all sorts of complaints from all directions, o r the dtiniate target, at any
rate. Tl’is, matter is, perhaps, greater than anybody has
any idea oi who is not in that unfortunate position, which
is rather more that of a political officer than an operating
engineer. Not only has the works manager to use the tact
which is necessary nowadays in keeping the peace among
d l grades of men and boys, but very often he h a s to be
the grease that helps t o keep the intermeshing wheels of
the works operating officers working smoothly.
As we
know, however much esprit de corps there may be among
the various heads of the working staff in the shops, there
are always (for engineers are usually human, and perhaps
more human in some respects than other types) small
jealousies arising with impeding friction from these causes,
and the works manager particularly has to see t h a t these
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are not allowed to interfere in any way with the progress
of t h e work in the shops.
These are just a few notes that occurred t o me in
reading through Col. O’Brien’s paper, which I thought
might be of interest and information t o those here to-night.
In thanking Col. O’Brien for his paper, I may say that I
hope in time t o make such use of the information he has
given in the way of costing and scheduling and general
works information of that sort as to enable me and others
also t o reap advantage from the excellent paper he h a s read
t o us to-night.
Mr. Kelway-Bamber : W e have listened t o an interesting
The
a n d valuable paper on a most important subject.
Author has referred t o the increase in t h e total number crf
locomotives on the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway
during the decade 1903 t o 1913, approximately I per cent.
F o r all the Railways in the United Kingdom the increase
for the same period was 2,343, o r approximately I per cent.
on the total, 22,385, at the end of 1903.
It would be interesting to know how many engines had
been repaired on the same railways during that period, and
by how much their renewal had increased t h e total hauling
power in this country.
The sending of samples of work to machine toolmakers,
as suggested by the Author, seems t o me t o b e a practice
which should be generally adopted if the greatest possible
efficiency is t o be attained for a given expenditure.
The timely replacement of old by up-to-date machinery
is also of great importance now that every square yard of
Double and treble storey
shop space is so valuable.
buildings coupled with double or even treble shifts, provided
the flow of work is forthcoming, should be undertaken before
further extensions to workshops are carried out.
W i t h regard to the cleaning of locomotives and rolling
stock parts before inspection and repair, in India this
practice was extended to the cleaning of wheels with straight
axles, the whole of which were immersed in baths of a
solution of caustic soda situated below the floor level.
T h e inspection of scrap is a most important duty, and
one, if intelligently performed, certain t o lead t o many
economies and to the discovery of the cause of failures.
Standardisation in design and process of manufacture,
with consequent possibility of interchange of parts, is o<the
utmost importance, but much of the advantage is lost if interchange is not made full use of.
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In the Rolling Stock Department of the East Indian
Railway, of which the speaker was for some years Superintendent, all standard parts in good order were removed
from vehicles likely t o be in the shops for some period for
heavy periods, returned to stores and used for general repair
work. In this way the stock of spare parts and interest on
capital was reduced to a minimum.
In securing any desired output much can be attained
by the introduction of a healthy competition between sections
of workmen engaged in similar work. This practice w a s
followed in the Wheel Turning Department of the above
shops with the most satisfactory results, payment being
made on a sliding scale which increased when the monthly
out-turn exceeded a pre-arranged minimum.

Sir Seymour Tritton, K.B.E.: My experience of late
years has been chiefly connected with new work, but I am
specially interested in one or two matters mentioned in the
paper. One is the question of improvement of the 1.ife of
the locomotive-and
especially its boiler-owing
to the use
of the superheater. The Author will probably have something t o say on that point. I would point out that reduction
in working pressure should be brought into account, because
in most cases where superheating is resorted to, the pressure
has been reduced (generally from ISolbs. t o 16olbs. per
square inch), and this, in my opinion, may have a good deal
t o d o with any economy that may be introduced in repairs.
In the case of the scrap heap, we often have specimens
of failures sent home from India for investigation, which
In many cases,
quite bear out what Col. O’Brien says.
specimens sent home are very instructive, because they are
often parts that one would never have thought of as being
causes of failure. The life of the various wearing parts is
a point upon which we do not get quite sufficient information
from the authorities who have the working of the engines
under them. I had the honour recently to be called upon
t o make a report upon the Workshops of the Underground
Railways of London and the wear and tear of certain parts
due to the conditions of electrical service was so phenomena1
that one’s experience gained in steam train service was quite
wide of the mark.
T h e scrap heap of brake blocks, for
instance, was a very large one, and I was told t h a t the
average life of these was about six days ! In details such
as this an opportunity occurs for something to be done in
the.way of economy in repairs.
I do not know whether Col. O’Brien mentioned it in
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his paper, but it would be interesting to know if a t Horwich
there is a fixed number of miles that an engine h a s t o run
before it comes in for a thorough repair. H e mentioned that
the engines were called in in a certain order, but it would
be useful to know if the number of miles each has run
governs the order of calling in.
H e also mentioned an interesting case where the whole
of one engine was weighed and the difference ascertained
between the rough and finished weights. Now this question
of weights is one we Consulting Engineers are continually
up against.
There are constant difficulties (where t h e weight per
axle is fixed) between working to the drawings and getting
the engine built t o the weights specified, and we often find
when the engines are completed the limit of weight has been
exceeded.
This could be met t o a considerable extent if
the manufacturers would insist on all castings and such parts
upon which there is little or no machining being made by
their sub-contractors to a much stricter limit of weight.
Even in the case of such parts as boiler and frame plates
we have found that the tendency is t o supply them heavier
than the drawings allow for, partly because the steel maker
is paid for by weight, and partly because he is anxious lest
his material may come out slightly under size and be liable
t o rejection.
Such difficulties, however, can be and have
been met, with the result that t h e engines have been built
to the weights estimated by their designers.

Mr. F. J. Hookham: This is the second time I have
heard this paper, and I should like to pay this tribute t o
the Author, that it is every bit as enjoyable t h e second time
as the first. In particular, it is a great pleasure t o listew
to such a studied setting-out of the appreciation of system,
and of the relative responsibility of the officials under the
Author in the works, without in the least overdoing the
system. To one who has suffered from having worked under
a Government Department, this is really charming, because
it is pretty generally known that in every Government
Department system runs wild, and the exact dangers one is
warned of in this paper are found, viz., the collection of
statistics, some of them ordered perhaps years ago but still
carried on, and which are perfectly useless, while fresh ones
are added every week.
On the first page, with regard t o the gradual decrease
in the size of shops, I think there is a factor t h a t ought to
be taken into account, and that is the growth of the work
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entailed in engines as they get more powerful and complicated-the
number of cylinders grows, and so on; that is
a factor working against decrease of the shops, and, of
course, a speaker h a s already referred t o the fact t h a t it is
not every railway company which has well-laid-out shops to
begin with, and therefore in many cases the desire is still
for expansion.
The Author has touched on the accountancy side from
the point of view of the works manager’s own accounts,
which of course a r e really of an abstract nature, enabling
him to take a proper outlook on whether a machine is paying
or n o t ; but when a new machine is bought, is that bought
o u t of capital or out of revenue, from the railway company’s
point of view, and how do they balance u p the fact that,
as given in Fig. I , new machines cost roughly twice what
the old ones cost? Is that taken out of capital or revenue,
and is there any connecting link between the saving known
to be effected in the works manager’s hands (he has the
figures t o show that) and the purchasing agents when they
buy the machine, o r rather the Board when they authorise
Is any actual connecting
the expenditure of the money?
link demanded there?
One speaker has referred to the question of standardisation of parts which will run through maintenance and repairs.
An interesting point of such standardisation, which might
usefully be compared with the Lancashire and Yorkshire
practice, is that introduced some time ago on the North
Staffordshire Railway in connection with valve spindle
packing and piston rod packing. All the whitemetal packing
was made of the usual split-bush type and die cast, and n e t
touched by machine, and was made in standard sizes running
up in 6 4 t h ~ . Every shed had a rack with a series of pegs
sticking out labelled with the sizes of the bushes. W h e n
new packing was required it was only necessary t o take the
nearest 64th (if t h e rod was anything like circular) and put
it on. The amount of work was very little in a repair job.
In new work, of course, the 64th standards were worked to.

COMMUNICATIONS.

Mr. P. C. Dewhurst (Tamaica Govt. Rly.) : The
exhaustive paper by Col. O’Brien on such a n important
subject as Repair Shop Management is most useful and
interesting, and I am sorry t o be so far away t h a t I am not
.able to put certain points directly before him, one or t w o
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i n the way of criticism, but mostly as queries o r in furtherance
of his views-practically
all locomotive engineers will
undoubtedly be at one in their agreement with the paper as
a whole. However, I take the opportunity of making a few
comments on certain items, and in order t o facilitate matters
I will refer t o them seriatim, omitting of course those not
in question.

That the repairing of locomotives does not need the
accuracy and refinements of machine tool and motor c a r
manufacture is true, but in railway repair shops, particularlq
.on comparatively small railways, the continual variations in
the kinds of work dealt with, and much unusual and
emergency work, together with bridge, permanent way, and
water supply extras, demands a far greater degree of adaptability and elasticity in the organisation.
Regarding the effect of design on renewals and repairs,
&he writer's experience has enabled him to contrast British
(or European) and American methods of designing and t o
observe the defects of the American system of allowing
locomotive builders to adhere t o a great extent t o their own
ideas in the matter of detail p a r t s ; designs not sufficiently
considered from the maintenance point of view are one of
t h e worst difficulties that a railway-not
merely the locomotive department-an
have t o face. T w o or three days
more spent on a design by the drawing office staff and its
direction may mean the saving of considerable expenditure
of money on repairs, and time out of service, for a number
of engines over a period of perhaps twenty years.
T h e ten-year allowance for renewal of machinery is, I
consider, too long a period in these days of high labour
costs ; eight years seems necessary t o keep abreast of modern
developments in lsbour-saving machine tools.
With
reference to the comparisons worked out between the output
of old and new tools, it must be remembered that the results
as confined to the particular machines are not by any means
the only criterion-the
increased output due to higher
efficiency machines will affect a far larger radius than that.
Regarding economy in the use of material, I am not in
favour of the principle on which paragraph (u)is based, but
consider what might be termed the " old " system is preferable, i . e . , the responsibility of the chargeman fitter for
inspection should be retained inasmuch a s he is responsible
for the final result as a whole ; there should of course, however, be definite limits of allowable wear laid down t o control
his action.
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Paragraph ( e ) is practically the works manager’s ‘ I ocean>
chart,” the rocks in which shoul’d be fully represented to
the designing staff for elimination. I would point out in
connection with this question, and in amplification of my
previous remarks on the effect of design on repairs, that
the British method of engines being built to detail drawings
from the railway concerned is a great advantage over the
American method of constructing to general designs and’
specifications. N o matter how much the railway operating
and repair officers keep in touch and advise the builders
on main points of detail, it is not the same thing as the
railway officers designing and being responsible for the
details themselves, and it is on the details t h a t the maintenance and repair results mostly depend.
Paragraph ( f ) is undoubtedly important, particularly in
these days of high costs of materials. T w o items which
should have special attention are the substitution of steel for
fireboxes and tubes in place of copper and copper or brass.
Locomotives so equipped can be, and are, made to successfully operate under the most arduous working conditions met
with, as shown in a previous paper before the Institution.
(see Journal, Vol. IX., No. 40, page 365).
I t would be desirable to have a batch of, say, ten or
twenty locomotives identical in every respect, except for half
of them being equipped with steel fireboxes and tubes, and
the other half with the usual material for the fireboxes and’
tubes, compared over a period of a t least six years; but it
would be essential that the steel fireboxes and tubes were
fitted, and also maintained and repaired, under the direction
of someone fully acquainted with their peculiarities. Failure
in the few cases of such steel fireboxes in England is, in the
writer’s opinion, due t o lack of experience of those in charge
--especially the maintenance-in
the special idiosyncrasies
of the steel firebox.
Regarding the patching referred t o in paragraph ( g ) ,
it is presumed that the valve (port) faces mentioned are
mostly horizontal on top of the cylinders, it would be
interesting t o learn the percentage of good results obtained
in fitting false faces t o ports of the between-cylinder type.
Regarding patching of cylinder barrels, the writer would
like t o know the method found most generally satisfactory
at Horwich.
In his own practice, thick copper sheeting
studded on (with iron shrinkage bands where necessary) is
casting
the usual method, but occasionally a method of
on ” a gun-metal patch is employed ; the “ cast-on ” patch
is applied by inserting screwed pegs or studs in suitable
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positions adjacent to the defective part ; these studs, which
a r e left standing o u t from the surface about tin. less than
t h e thickness which the patch is to be, are threaded all the
way up for the purpose of holding the metal of the casting ;
t h e defective part is then moulded round a s desired, and the
gun-metal run in in the usual way ; in cooling off the patch
closes the edges of cracks and otherwise consolidates the
repair ; no other securing is necessary-a
piece of a casting
actually missing can be made up integrally with the patch
by this procedure.
Respecting item (6) concerning adhesion to standards
and consideration of alterations to such, the writer would
g o even further, and in his own practice alterations are only
made after actual inspection-on the spot, not in the drawing
cwffice-4 the particular class of engine and p a r t concerned,
at which all officers connected put forward the various pros
a n d cons as they affect their own sections. A s a n instance,
a suggested alteration in the cab of an engine is gone into
in the cab of an engine of that class, at which the Chief
Running Inspector, Headquarters Shed Foreman, and the
W o r k s Manager would be present, in addition to either t h e
Assistant Loco. Supt. (or his chief) ; the decision is at once
given to the drawing office with all particulars and rough
sketches ; this method entirely prevents the drawing office
starting on wrong lines-the g r e a t thing is for the decision
t o be made a s to what is to be done and then for t h e drawing
ofice to deal with the matter, not vice versa.
The writer does not agree with the Author that the only
road to progress is that of continual criticism and continual
dissatisfaction with the results obtained. I agree that continual criticism is most essential, but a management which
adopts a fixed “ continual dissatisfaction ” policy uninterrupted by praise when due, runs a danger of reducing its
staff to t h e conclusion that good work is not appreciated,
and a staff with that idea would be quite incapable of giving
good service.

Mr. W. F. Gibbons (Bengal-Nagpur Rly.) : The Author
calls attention to the fact that the capital expansion of
locomotive stock on English railways is very slow, and that
additional shop room is not so much required a s economy
in floor space, effected, I presume, by more up-to-date
machinery being installed. This state of affairs may be so
on English railways, but it is certainly not the case on
Colonial and Indian railways. On these latter the locomotive engineer is faced by abnormal expansion of traffic
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necessitating larger and larger accretions to rolling stock,
a n d “ finis ” can never be written t o shop extensions.
The Author’s plan of estimating the value of new
machines by getting out a comparative balance sheet of work
done is distinctly good and worthy of adoption in every
shop.
Too much reliance cannot be placed on optimistic
agents’ o r makers’ estimates of their respective machines’
duties. I t has been my experience that a liberal discounting
is necessary in order to ascertain the actual efficiency, or
in other words, what the machines a r e capable of doing
without incurring excessive repairs.
The paper emphasises the economy necessary in the
use of materials owing to high prices. During the Great
W a r the railways of India and other oversea countries were
called upon to carry on with almost an entire stoppage of
supplies from England, and many ingeniouq methods were
adopted to overcome their difficulties. The electric and oxyacetylene welding plants were especially valuable in re-conditioning repair parts. Before the war the Bengal-Nagpur
Railway instituted a scrap inspection yard through which
all material was passed, and i t was surprising the amount
that it was found possible to make use of again. Dire necessity, caused by the war, has had the effect of compelling
companies t o adopt many economical methods which would
never have been called into existence in pre-war times.
1 might mention one other point touched on by the
Author, and that is, non-separation of the Running Branch
from the Chief Mechanical Engineer’s Department.
Reorganisation of the Mechanical Department has recently been
effected on the Bengal-Nagpur Railway, and results, in my
opinion, in a businesslike conception of methods of control.
I subjoin a plan showing this :Chief MechaiiiLal Engineel
Deputy C7hief Mechanical Engineer
~~

I

s u p t of
Xunning
Engines

Supt of
Running
Carriages
I
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I
I
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Under this scheme the Chief Mechanical Engineer is
freed from all detail work and settles questions of design
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and higher control only. T h e Chief Officer of the railway
deals only with the Chief Mechanical Engineer, and t h e
elimination of a separate Running Department certainly
tends t o lighten the General Manager’s or Agent’s task.
T h e Deputy is the Chief Mechanical Engineer’s second in
command, and acts for him during his absence, and can
assume any other duties such as shop design or any special
control that may be considered expedient.
The Branch
Superintendents should have wide powers an’d responsibilities, and deal direct with other departments as regards
routine work. An important post is that of Superintendent
of Workshops, and it will be noticed that under him is
co-ordinated control of all manufacturing and repair shops.
This is very necessary in the case of those shops which deal
not only with engine but also rolling stock repairs and new
work. The W o r k s Managers are graded the same as District
Officers.
This tends to continuity of service, and s h c p
officers have n o monetary inducement to embark on district
work. T h e Electrical Superintendent h a s control of power
houses, both a t the main shops and along the line, all telephones, train control instruments and carriage lighting.
The fewer departments there are the less chance there
is of friction. The most successful machine is that which
h a s the smallest number of working parts. This is as equally
true of railways as machines. My own experience gained
on four English and foreign railways is that it is impossible
to entirely eliminate disputes, and plurality of departments
only makes matters worse.
The Author: T h e wide effect of increased output per
machine unit is rightly emphasised by Mr. Dewhurst; its
influence even on the morale of the shop is undoubted; if
o u r financial methods in railway work had a little more
elasticity a shorter machine life would be allowed for. T h e
chargehand fitter a t Horwich only deals with the erection
of the engine while the detailed examination for wear and
flaws takes place during stripping; it is therefore at this
point that it is necessary t o determine what shall be repaired
a n d what shall not be. T h e cylinder patching is all done
in the frames, cracks are pegged and a patch studded on
outside; a specialist does this work and in time becomes
very expert in dealing with all sorts of flaws. T h e Author
has only fitted false faces to horizontal valve faces which
are easy of access? T h e statement by the Author as to continual criticism and continual dissatisfaction refers t o the
mental attitude which should be adopted, and is not meant
to infer that a policy of awarding praise for each advance
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made should not be adopted.
T h e staff spirit should be
rather “ we have done well in the past, but we can do better
still in the future. ”
Several of those taking part in the discussion have misinterpreted my meaning as to additional shop room not
being required. Circumstances will arise on every railway
from time t o time requiring the building of additional shops,
but generally speaking, railway shops have not i’nstalled
new machinery to the same extent, or made the same use of
it as contract shops. For many years the milling, slotting
and drilling practice of ,at least one of the private locomotive
shops was far in advance of that of any railway shop.
Standardisation of boilers, motion ,and other details,
statistical examination of records of parts requiring frequent
renewal and failing in traffic and progressive improvement
in design coupled with the use of the most efficient and most
modern processes in all shops will a t least postpone the
necessity for additional shop room.
hlr. Gibbons shows
clearly that the stimulus of the difficulties arising from the
war in India produced economies that would never have been
realised under other circumstances ; many of these economies
will probably prove of permanent value. T h e organisation
of the Bengal-Nagpur seems to approach perfection, and
might well be considered as a possible standard on English
railways.
The progressive improvement in the state of the boiler
stock as shown in Fig. 6 is due to four causes-systematic
inspection, improved attention a t the sheds, increased
renewal building, and improved manufacture. In regard to
organisation there would appear t o be n o great detriment in
having the drivers and firemen under the control of the
Superintendent of the Line or of Traffic, but the Chief
Mechanical Engineer’s Department should at least control
all repairs and cleaning of engines and their preparation for
traffic, otherwise there tend t o be two separate technical
authorities within the one organisation.
Mr. Field’s comparison of train miles per i(; expended
o n repairs, etc. on the L. and Y. and the L.B. and S.C. are
not valid because the traffic on the two railways is not comparable; the L. and Y . run much heavier trains with more
frequent stops on a generally more heavily graded line, and
in addition have a large amount of severe terminal work.
Practically the whole of the work at Horwich, with the
exception of certain jobs in the tool room, is piecework;
many of the labourers, of course, are not on piecework.
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Pooling is adopted in the Erecting Shop, but must not be
carried too far o r the individual ceases t o perceive the results
of his own particular effort.
His account of the practice in welding at the Brighton
W o r k s is of great interest ; there i s room for considerable
development in this direction and it is a pity that there is
no Association of Locomotive W o r k s Managers which meets
regularly t o discuss this and the many other interesting
problems which arise in connection with their work. T h e
Author feels that wben the works managers have a similar
association t o that of t h e outdoor locomotive superintendents,
another step forward in improving the economical working
of railways will have been made.
Mr. Kelway-Bamber rightly emphasised the extreme
importance of extracting the maximum amount of work from
every machine and every square yard of floor space. Every
works manager ought to have constantly at his hand a
statement showing the fixed charges per square yard of each
shop floor a5 well as statements of the fixed charges per
hour on a t least his principal machines; without this
information it is impossible to judge of the relative economies
of additional machines, a n d shop room as compared witH
double shifting or overtime.
His description of the East
Indian Railway Co.’s method of cleaning wheels is
interesting and opens up another vista of possible improvements by introducing labour-saving devices for cleaning
locomotive parts.
T h e number of engines built on the I,.
and Y . between 1900 and 1920 was 290, of which a number
were on capital account and a number on renewal, but this
‘figure does not reveal the actual renewal building because a
l a r g e number of boilers were also built on renewal account.
It is difficult in many ways t o differentiate between renewals
and repairs. so that it would seem as if there should be
actually two funds, an obsolescence fund providing for the
introduction of new and improved designs, and a renewal
fund to deal with the wear and tear of those parts of the
locomotive which have a life which is a more or less definite
multiple of t h e life of the whole. In regard t o the basis on
which engines a r e called in for repairs, this is almost always
determined by the condition of the boiler. On any railway
where standardisation has been carried out properly, it pays
to carry a stock of spare wheels, rods, etc., for changing at
t h e sheds which should be suitably equipped for this purpose ;
t h e main problems before the locomotive engineer of t o d a y
a r e to find means of reducing the wear and tear of the bottom
three feet of the periphery of the internal firebox and to
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eliminate as far as possible the fitter, and t o some ,extent
th,e boilermaker, by better methods of manufacture.
A vote of thanks t o Colonel O’Brien for preparing such
a n excellent paper, for coming such a long way to give it,.
and for the value he had added to it in replying to the
discussion, was proposed by Mr. H. Kelway-Bamber,
seconded by Sir Seymour Tritton, and unanimously carried..

